Few issues in the study of poverty and inequality in the United States have been as fraught, and as intellectually challenging, as the question of culture and racial inequality. The Cultural Matrix: Understanding Black Youth, edited by Orlando Patterson with Ethan Fosse, is the latest intervention into this longstanding academic and public discussion, and probably the boldest since William Julius Wilson’s introduction to The Truly Disadvantaged (1987). The Cultural Matrix (hereafter, TCM) represents an important step forward in integrating cultural concepts into the study of poverty, inequality, and race in a way that recognizes both the potential for independent causal effects of culture and the closely intertwined dynamics of culture and structure.

This lengthy (almost 700 pages) and diverse volume can be read in multiple ways and will be of interest to a wide range of scholars of social stratification, race, culture, urban studies, social policy, and social problems. One can see within TCM (at least) three distinct but interrelated agendas: (1) applying Patterson’s program of cultural sociology, rooted in the concepts of norms and values, to questions surrounding the well-being of contemporary black youth, (2) reinvigorating the role of culture in the study of the lives of black youth more generally through a synthesis of cultural and structural factors, and (3) showcasing a series of state-of-the-art studies on the role of culture in the daily lives of poor black youth and their communities.

Norms, Values, and the Social Problems of Black Youth

One way to read TCM is as an effort to apply Patterson’s program of cultural sociology (presented most comprehensively in a 2014 paper in the Annual Review of Sociology) to understanding the cultural views and social problems of contemporary black youth in the United States. Indeed, the chapters authored or co-authored by the two editors could have been assembled into their own standalone book. A key part of this agenda is to revive the concepts of values and norms, which Patterson argues have inappropriately fallen out of favor among most cultural sociologists and have been replaced by concepts like toolkits/repertoires, symbolic boundaries, and narratives that are rooted in what I would call a “culture and cognition” approach. From this vantage point, the culture and cognition approach has too easily eschewed the “evaluative” aspects of culture, particularly norms and values.

Although one might disagree with this characterization of the culture and cognition approach to understanding the intersection between culture and inequality, Patterson’s exhortation to take norms and values more seriously deserves careful consideration and further empirical attention. Drawing on recent work in social psychology and other disciplines, Patterson explains and further develops conceptual distinctions that may well make norms and values more useful concepts for future scholarship, especially in comparison to the simple uses of those concepts derived from contemporary interpretations of Parsonian sociology. While a full discussion is beyond the scope of this
essay and some simplification in my summaries is necessary, I highlight a few interesting and provocative examples.

One example is the distinction between observational and injunctive social norms, which are defined most broadly as the “shared rules we live by.” Injunctive norms are based on what we feel one ought to do, whereas observational norms are based on what others are actually doing. When applied to the question of out-of-wedlock or early childbearing, this distinction recognizes how multiple norms can coexist. Injunctive norms recognize the desirability of childbearing within marriage, but observational norms recognize that many young people in poor black communities are in fact having children outside of marriage and that such decisions are not stigmatized.

Another example is the distinction between declarative, procedural, and evaluative (norms and values) cognitive knowledge. Declarative knowledge is shared information about the world, whether uniformly known or not, whereas procedural knowledge is about how to go about doing things (scripts, for instance). Patterson and Jacqueline Rivers put this distinction to use in their analysis of participants in a job readiness program for unemployed black youth. While the program participants they study subscribe to the norms and values of the conventional workplace and understand, in a declarative sense, the importance of learning them when searching for a job, they suffer from a deficit of procedural knowledge. They cannot effectively enact those norms and values in practice because they have had no prior experience or socialization in doing so. This moves us toward one possible understanding of the disconnect between close adherence to mainstream or conventional values and actual behavior by arguing that social isolation has prevented these individuals from learning the procedural knowledge necessary to live up to those values and norms.

The analysis of the job readiness program also provides a nice example of the use of the concept of knowledge activation, which helps us to understand how knowledge that individuals seem to have (say, in the context of a qualitative interview) does not get used effectively in a job interview. Patterson and Rivers argue that other forms of knowledge or behavioral styles may be more readily accessible because they are used more frequently in daily life (they are “chronic”). For the job program participants, this manifested itself in the inappropriate use of “street” styles of interaction, long learned as a survival strategy in violent urban neighborhoods, in the context of a job search when stressful moments emerged. In other words, some forms of knowledge are more cognitively at the ready than others as a result of prior life experiences—code switching is cognitively challenging and requires safe spaces in which to practice.

These are but a few examples, and readers may also find useful Patterson’s discussion of “cultural configurations” (a more sophisticated conception of subculture) as well as his conceptual tools for understanding cultural change and continuity, long a passion of Patterson’s. Surely TCM’s application of these conceptual tools to the experiences and behaviors of black youth will jumpstart further intellectual debate about both the concepts themselves (for example, how they differ or not from the other conceptual tools of cultural sociologists) and their ability to explain the behaviors, decisions, and problems of black youth.

**Culture, Structure, Poverty, and Race**

A second agenda of TCM is to provide an integrated account of the intersections between culture and structure in the lives of black youth. Readers will quickly see that the editors and authors, while insisting on some independent role of culture in explaining the problems of black youth, see culture and structure as closely intertwined and mutually constitutive. Sometimes cultural changes enhance or block structural forces, and sometime they mediate the effects of structural changes or disadvantages. The provocative “cultural matrix” in the title quickly becomes a “sociocultural matrix” in Patterson’s remarkable synthesis of decades of research on black youth and poor black neighborhoods more generally that integrates structural factors (including but not limited to segregation and neighborhood violence, school funding and quality, the criminal justice system, and environmental toxins) with cultural factors.
(hegemonic masculinity, the black church, hip-hop, mass media consumption, and the ever- looming presence of “the street”).

Much of this discussion will be familiar to those who have followed the literature on urban poverty, including—for example—the importance of segregation, social isolation, and violent neighborhood environments, single-motherhood, exposure to chemical toxins such as lead poisoning, employer discrimination, mass incarceration, and school quality. Yet TCM also highlights neglected factors at the intersection between culture and structure. In doing so, TCM is careful to specify exactly which cultural values and norms or structural arrangements and positions are at issue, avoiding the trap of discussing culture or structure in overly abstract and general terms.

One example is the possible link between cultural production and consumption of hip-hop music and behaviors in other domains. Patterson argues that hip-hop is especially fascinating because it illustrates the cultural impact of black youth as cultural producers but also propagates and reinforces damaging norms and values related to hegemonic masculinity and violence against women, dominates public images of black youth, and valorizes the “street.” A second example is the role of values and norms regarding gender relations, sexual behavior, and childbirth. Patterson argues that such norms represent an independent effect of culture on family structure carried down across generations from their origins in slavery, but that these effects only came about as the result of changes in sexual norms in the wider U.S. culture, themselves prompted by increased access to abortion and reproductive technology. These challenging hypotheses will surely inspire future empirical work to investigate the possible causal relationships between culture and structure.

Finally, TCM is on firmest ground in calling for study of the cultural assumptions and beliefs of policymakers and other elites (see also Small, Harding, and Lamont 2010). Particularly in light of the recent exposure of the frequency and severity of police violence against black youth, the cultural underpinnings of structural problems deserve greater attention. This idea is well illustrated in the chapter by James Rosenbaum and colleagues, which argues that elite conceptions of the way higher education ought to work have led to institutions and practices that poorly serve many young people from more disadvantaged backgrounds without any real effects on educational quality or student learning. More generally, TCM warns against “policy-oriented tunnel vision” in which single outcomes like student test scores are examined in isolation from other forms of well-being and in which single interventions that only chip away at a small part of a larger set of intersecting problems are dismissed as ineffective at improving the welfare of black youth.

**Culture, Black Youth, and Black Communities**

A third agenda of TCM is to showcase a set of mostly empirical studies that take seriously the role of culture in the daily lives of black youth and black communities. These chapters cover an extensive range of topics, from the nature and consequences of street violence, to neighborhood norms and religious organizations, to hip-hop and popular culture, to educational institutions, work, and marriage. Some of these serve to illustrate the potential power of Patterson’s program of cultural sociology, while others seem only tangentially connected to it. Although some readers might lament the absence of chapters on specific topics such as the role of families in youth socialization and inoculation against experiences with racism or the meanings attached to parenthood and family structure, collectively the papers make a significant contribution to the intellectual project of the volume. Because there are too many chapters to discuss all of them individually, I highlight three of them that I found to be especially noteworthy.

In a chapter that leverages his long-term study of Chicago neighborhoods, Robert Sampson examines continuity and change in one aspect of neighborhood culture: norms toward altruistic or other-regarding behavior. His analysis shows that measures of structural disadvantage and organizational density play an important role in neighborhood variation in these norms. Moreover, Sampson’s analysis also shows that such
norms exhibit a strong correlation over the course of an entire decade net of structural factors, suggesting strong independent cultural continuity in features of a neighborhood’s local culture.

Based on 18 months of ethnographic fieldwork with young men involved in street violence, Joseph C. Krupnick and Christopher Winship examine the social norms of street encounters that help these young men to avoid violent confrontations. They ask why there is not more violence in inner-city neighborhoods. Their micro-sociological analysis proposes that the answer is that well-established norms for casual street encounters provide a structure to such interactions that allows individuals to substitute verbal play for physical altercations. In so doing, Krupnick and Winship illustrate the power of a detailed study of micro-level social norms for explaining individual behavior and patterns of violence in poor neighborhoods.

Drawing on a novel analysis of inner-city students bussed to suburban schools and a comparison group of those who were not, Simone Ispa-Landa shows how schools can act as agents of socialization and cultural transmission for poor students. She finds that the bussed students developed middle-class understandings of authority structures and strategies for navigating these authority structures, providing them with the cultural tools to more successfully interact with authority figures. Specific school personnel were instrumental in such socialization efforts. Ispa-Landa’s findings suggest that, under the right circumstances and with deliberate effort, schools can be institutions of opportunity and cultural cultivation, preparing disadvantaged students to successfully navigate and leverage resources from middle-class institutions.

A New Agenda?

Like any innovative piece of scholarship, The Cultural Matrix raises as many questions as it answers. What does it mean to say that culture has an independent effect on black youth in a world in which culture and structure are so closely intertwined, and how would we isolate an independent effect if it exists? What new data need to be collected, and new measurement strategies developed, in order to fully leverage cultural concepts (whether they be values, norms, scripts, frames, narratives, repertoires, or symbolic boundaries) in the study of poverty, inequality, and race? What are the processes of cultural diffusion and cultural isolation that either constrain or enable opportunities for black youth? The theoretical and methodological challenges of an intellectual agenda that can make progress on these questions are deep, but The Cultural Matrix provides an exciting point of departure.
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At a time of profound social inequalities in the United States, high-tech medicine is nonetheless touted for its potential to save all lives through miracle cures. The fact that these types of advances would likely be available only to people who are already privileged by the best health care is rarely